clear views

railings

SEE WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING

+ Epitome of modern
+ Minimal uprights
+ No ugly glass clips or brackets
+ No corner posts
+ Clear view
+ Ready to install system
+ Curved or straight
+ Low maintenance

+ Holds up in marine
environments where other
materials fall down
+
+
+
+
+

Doesn’t require repainting
A truly rust free product
Very competitive prices
Easy to install
Green friendly product

Green

Fast, friendly and helpful customer service
www.clearer-views.com

overview
Clearviews railings open up your view
and provide a truly luxurious feel and
look. With two options of top rail to
provide the comfort and look that suits
your tastes.
We have gone beyond “functional” and offer
a product that is as beautiful as it is sturdy.
Our minimalistic railings yell contemporary
and serve to enhance any property or deck.
The system has been designed to span a
distance with minimal uprights and in some
cases no uprights are needed at all.

Curved balconies done using the Clearviews system 1 railing

Our system requires no surface mount
glass clips or brackets to hold the glass in
place so you get the cleanest possible look.

Both systems take advantage of the Clearviews “concealed” mounting hardware to create a very clean
fastening of the handrail to the wall without ugly hardware showing. The system itself is manufactured
with installation in mind and is commensurately simple to install compared to many other systems.

The Clearviews railing systems have gone through rigorous
safety testing both on completed installations and in
laboratories so that you can have peace of mind.
www.clearer-views.com

Clearviews System 1
cross section

Clearviews System 2
cross section

4 Standard colors
Clear Anodized, Light
Bronze, Imperial Chrome
and White
RAL Colors
Also available

technical
information

Coating
Powder coating or
anodized finishes
Glass
3/8” clear tempered glass
Tinted glass is
also available
Guard rail structure
6063 T5 extruded
aluminum profiles
Gaskets
EPDM (ethylene-propylene
rubber)
Wall Brackets
Stainless steel

Imperial Chrome

The Clearviews railings are great for costal properties where other
materials would rust or corrode. Thousands of boat masts are made
of this same material due to how well it holds up in severe salt water
environments.

The rounded cap
at the top of the
railing provides
a comfortable
surface to rest
your arms on and
look out.
It also serves to
give structure to
the system and
relieve the glass
of stress making
it much stronger.
Clearviews systems 1 in clear anodized

www.clearer-views.com

goodbye
old iron bars,
hello modern!
Did you know? Also made of anodized
aluminum:
Many of the satellites circling the Earth are
protected from space debris by layers of
anodized aluminum.
Due to its amazing corrosion resistant
properties many modern boat masts are made
of aluminum.

eco-friendly
Clear anodized

A large percentage of the aluminum used to
produce these products is recycled aluminum.
Aluminum is 100% recyclable.

As it is the 3rd most plentiful element in
the Earth’s crust (third only to oxygen
and silicon), it is completely sustainable
resource.
These products don’t need repainting like
wooden products. This helps keep harmful
VOCs out of the environment.
With this product allowing more natural light
into your rooms, it can help decrease the
need for as much artificial lighting and thus
aid the environment and save you money.

contact us today
for a quote
Clearviews
1200 West Riverside Drive
Suite #364, Burbank
California 91506
www.clearer-views.com

Light bronze

t: (818) 566-9896
e: sales@clearer-views.com
www.clearer-views.com

